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Abstract. The article discusses the contact interaction of deformable building constructions or their parts.
Such interaction is realized for example at: hydraulic structures; suspension pile foundations, girder, raft, sheet
piling; friction bearings and kinematic bearings of seismically insulated buildings, etc. The subject of the study
is the formulation of the contact interaction problem as a linear complementarity problem. Such formulation of
the problem allows the use of effective step-by-step algorithms and provides minimum qualification
requirements to user. Expansion of existing formulations of the problems of frictionless contact and contact
with the known friction bound in the form of linear complementarity problem to the formulation of the frictional
contact is offered. Eventually, a heuristic formulation of the contact problem with friction is obtained in the form
of a linear complementarity problem. The problem is solved by the Lemke step-type algorithm in the form of a
displacement method. The results of the solutions obtained on test problems and on the Ansys software almost
coincide with the results obtained by the proposed algorithm.

1. Introduction
The object of this study is the contact interaction of deformable building constructions or their parts
(suspension pile foundations; girder; raft; sheet piling; friction bearings and kinematic bearings of seismically
insulated buildings; pipelines with frictional contact on supports). One of the important problems of strength
analysis in the calculation of buildings is the problem of determining the contact interaction forces between
deformable bodies [1–9]. The new formulation of the frictional contact problem is proposed in the form of a
linear complementarity problem. In the case of solving contact problems with Coulomb friction, three main
statements can be distinguished:
1. Frictionless contact when contact zone and separation zone of the contacting parts of the structure
are unknown. The problem is formulated as a conditional minimization of a differentiable functional [10–13].
2. A problem with known friction bound, when the contact zone is known, but the cohering zone and
the slippage zone are unknown. In this case, the problem is posed as a variational inequality, which can be
reduced to unconditional minimization of a non-differentiable functional [1, 2, 7, 14–18].
3. The general case is when the contact zone, and inside it is the zone of cohering and slip are unknown
in advance. In this case, the problem is also put in the form of a variational inequality, but there is no formulation
of the problem as a minimum of the energy functional.
In civil engineering the most commonly used numerical methods for solving contact problems in the
form of variational inequalities are method of Lagrange Multipliers, the Penalty Function Method and their
modifications [10, 11, 19–23]. These methods are implemented in most software tools for calculating buildings
that can solve contact problems [24–26]. It is also important to mention alternative methods for solving contact
problems: 1) group of methods using contact finite elements [27–30]; 2) group using algorithms
[14, 15, 31–34] of linear complementarily problem (LCP); 3) other methods [8, 35, 36].
The purpose of this work is to set new formulation of the frictional contact problem of deformable bodies
in the LCP form. The tasks can be divided:
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1. To expand the formulations of frictionless contact and contract with friction bound obtained by the
authors of this article for the general case of frictional contact;
2. To propose a method (algorithm) for calculating such problems;
3. Test Algorithm;
4. To compare solutions obtained using known and proposed algorithms.

2. Methods
In the following formulation of the calculation of contact problems with friction – contact “node to node”
is used. These nodes will be referred to as the contact pair. It is assumed that in each contact pair the points
are connected by unilateral joints. Joint, normal to the contact zone is turned on when these points are in
contact and turned off otherwise. It is supposed that unilateral joints work only in compression in the normal
direction. Joint, tangential to the contact zone is turned on if the interaction forces are less than the friction
bound and turned off if the interaction forces are equal to the friction bound. That is, when the joint is turned
on, the slipping of the points of the contact pair is impossible, and when it is off, it is possible.
The following signs` rule is accepted:
 For forces and displacements normal to the contact surface: the compressive force of interaction of
points of a contact pair x  0 ; mutual removal of points of a contact pair z  0 (Fig. 1, a).
ni

ni

 For forces and displacements tangentially to the contact surface: if the points of the contact pair
conditionally spread apart by normal to the contact zone, then interaction forces x  0 will create
τi
a couple of forces with the moment in the clockwise direction; mutual displacement zτi  0 , if it
coincides in direction with xτi  0 (Fig. 1, b).

Figure 1. Unilateral constraints. The signs` rule for the interaction forces x
and mutual displacements z.
In [14], cases of frictionless contact and contact with known friction bound are reduced to linear
complementarity problems, and the displacement method (stiffness method) of their solution have been
developed.
To implement the displacement method, it is necessary to form a contact stiffness matrix (CSM) and a
contact load vector (CLV) in the main system of mentioned method. The main system of the displacement
method is obtained from a given system by transformation of all unilateral joints (along the normal and
tangential to the contact zone in each contact pair) into bilateral joints (Fig. 2, nodes are spaced for visibility).
The component

Ri, j

of the CSM is the effort in the main system of the displacement method in the entered

joint i from a unit dislocation in the direction of the entered joint j. Component

RFi

of the СSM is an effort in

the entered constraint i from external load.

Figure 2. Constraints in the main system of the displacement method.
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Frictionless contact. In this case, it is not necessary to enter joints tangentially to the contact zone.
Thus, to form the main system, you should enter bilateral joints only normal to the contact zone in each contact
pair. Therefore, to describe the stress-strain state (SSS) of the contact pair i of a given system, two nonnegative variables are enough xni , zni . LCP for the unilateral frictionless contact has the form:

xn  Rnn  zn  RFn ;
zn  0; xn  0; zTn  xn  0,

(1)

where R nn is CSM  m  m for joints in contact pairs along the normal to the contact zone from a unit
dislocation of the nodes of contact pairs along the normal to the expected contact zone

L (Fig. 3); xn , z n

are vectors  m1 of interaction forces and mutual displacements of contact pairs along the normal to the

contact zone; R Fn is CLV  m1 for constraints normal to the contact zone; m is total number of contact
pairs.
Frictional contact with known friction bound. In the works [16–18] the cases are considered for which
contact with the known friction bound is realized. The calculation of such systems is reduced to the problem
of unconditional optimization of a non-differentiable functional. In [14, 37], such problems, in turn, are reduced
to the conditional optimization of a differentiable functional, conditions of Kuhn-Tucker which lead to LCP of
the form:

 x τ   R ττ
 
 x τ   R ττ

R ττ   z τ   R Fτ  rf 
  

;
R ττ   z    R Fτ  rf 
 τ

(2)

x τ  0; x τ  0; z τ  0; z τ  0; z τ T  x τ  0; z τ T  x τ  0;
where R ττ is CSM  m  m for joints entered in contact pairs tangentially to the contact zone from a unit
dislocation of contact pairs tangential to the contact zone. R Fτ is CLV for the joints tangential to the contact
zone; xτ



 xτ  xτ

 2 is vector m1 of efforts of interaction of contact pairs tangentially to the contact

q '', q ' are external loads); z τ  z τ  z τ is vector  m1 of mutual displacements of
contact pairs tangentially to the contact zone; rf  f  xn is vector of friction bound; f is coefficient of friction
between contact pairs; xn is pressing force vector.
zone (Fig. 3, where

Figure 3. Contact of deformable bodies after deformation.
Separation of i-1 contact pair and touch of i contact pair.
Note that to describe the SSS of a contact pair i of a given system, four non-negative variables are
 


needed: xτi , xτi , zτi , zτi , since mutual displacements zτi and forces xτi have no sign limitation.
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Figure 4. The dependence of the interaction forces and mutual displacements of the contact pair i: a)
in a given system; b) in the main system.
The variable

xτi

can be understood as the “cohering reserve” of the contact pair i with the tendency

(attempt) to shift from the catenation state in the direction zτi  0 (see sign` rule in Fig. 1). This case is shown
in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4, a point 1. The variable

xτi is the “cohering reserve” of the contact pair i when attempting to shift




from the catenation state towards zτi  0 . The variables zτi and zτi in turn are the mutual displacements of
the points of the contact pair i in the positive and negative directions, respectively. That is, with a positive






mutual displacement of zτi  0 , we have z τi  0 , zτi  0 and z τi  z τi , and with a negative zτi  0 we
have

zτi  0 , zτi  0 and zτi   zτi .
In this way, with exhaustion of the reserve

bound

xτi  rfi

xτi  0

friction force in the contact pair is equal to friction


and slippage occurs in the direction zτi  0 , i.e. variable zτi  0 (point 2 on Fig. 4).


Fig. 4, a: when reserve xτi is exhausted the situation is similar (point 3 on Fig. 4).

Let us turn further to the main system of the displacement method for the problem under consideration.
It is not required to enter constraints normal to the contact zone. The main displacement method system is
obtained by converting all unilateral friction constraints into bilateral. Thus, the slipping of points of a contact
pair in the main system is excluded.
Vectors

xτ , z τ

in the main system are connected by the ratio

xτ  R ττ  z τ (taking into

accepted signs` rule Fig. 1, b and Fig. 1, c). Similar ratios are connecting the vectors

account

xτ , xτ , z τ , z τ .






Figure 4, b, when zτi is increasing: xτi is decreasing and xτi is increasing; when zτi is increasing: xτi

is increasing and xτi is decreasing):

x τ  (R ττ  z τ )  (R ττ  z τ )   R ττ  z τ  R ττ  z τ ;
x τ  (R ττ  z τ )  (R ττ  z τ )  R ττ  z τ  R ττ  z τ .
If we also take into account external load and friction bound, then:

x τ  R ττ  z τ R ττ  z τ  R Fτ  rf ,
x τ  R ττ  z τ  R ττ  z τ R Fτ  rf ,

(3)

which coincides with the system of equations in (2).
Thus, in both cases considered above, the LCP can be formed directly using the main system of the
displacement method. It is further proposed to use this approach.
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General case of frictional contact. In the general case of friction contact, the formulation of the
problem in form of conditional extremum of some functional is not gotten. Therefore, based on “plausible”
reasoning, we propose further setting up a general case of friction contact in the form of a LCP, written for a
discretized system. In this case, for the formation of the main system, you should enter bilateral joints along
the normal and tangential to the contact zone for each contact pair.
In this case, for the formation of the main system, it is needed to enter bilateral joints along the normal
and tangential to the contact zone for each contact pair. To describe the SSS of the contact pair i of a given
 


system, we use six non-negative variables xni , zni , xτi , xτi , zτi , zτi . It is clear that in such a main system,
the force xn depends not only on z n , but also on z τ :

xn  Rnn  zn  Rnτ  z τ  R Fn ,
where R nτ is CSM  m  m for normal joints from unit dislocations tangential to the contact zone.




Or, given that: z τ  z τ  z τ :

xn  Rnn  zn  Rnτ  z τ Rnτ  z τ RFn ,
In addition to (3), we take into account the dependence on

x τ , x τ

(4)

and on z n :

x τ  R τn  zn  R ττ  z τ R ττ  z τ  R Fτ  rf ,
x τ  R τn  z n  R ττ  z τ  R ττ  z τ R Fτ  rf ,

(5)

where R τn is CSM  m  m for tangential joints from unit dislocations normal to the contact zone (note that

R τn  RTnτ ), rf is friction bound depends on contact compressive interaction forces (4):

rf  f  xn  f  (Rnn  zn  Rnτ  z τ  Rnτ  z τ RFn ) .

(6)

As a result of combining (4) and (5), taking into account (6), we have:

xn  R nn  z n  R nτ  z τ  R nτ  z τ  R Fn ;
x τ  R τn  z n  R ττ  z τ  R ττ  z τ  R Fτ  f  (R nn  z n  R nτ  z τ  R nτ  z τ R Fn );

(7)

x τ  R τn  z n  R ττ  z τ  R ττ  z τ R Fτ  f  (R nn  z n  R nτ  z τ  R nτ  z τ R Fn ).
Adding to the system of equations (7) the conditions of non-negativity and complementarity non-rigidity
from (1) and (2) we come to the LCP for frictional contact:

R nn
 xn  
  
 x τ    R τn  f  R nn
  
 x τ   R τn  f  R nn

Rnτ
R ττ  f  Rnτ
R ττ  f  Rnτ

  zn  
R Fn

   
R ττ  f  R nτ    z τ    R Fτ  f  R Fn 
  
R ττ  f  R nτ   z τ   R Fτ  f  R Fn 
R nτ

z n  0; xn  0; zTn  xn  0;

(8)

x τ  0; x τ  0; z τ  0; z τ  0; z τ T  x τ  0; z τ T  x τ  0,
There are many methods for solving LCP. They can be divided into 2 groups: iterative methods
(including using machine learning [38, 39]); step methods, that can obtain a solution in a finite number of steps.
Lemke's algorithm and its modifications are step methods and allow you to physically interpret each step of
the algorithm. And this interpretation does not contradict the physical nature of the problem.
To solve the LCP (7), we use the Lemke method with the extension parameter of the problem p [40,
41], which in our case takes on the physical meaning of an additional “tightening weight” (force bringing
together nodes) of the contact pair [14, 42]. The steps of the Lemke algorithm are a change of work schemes
with a sequential decrease in the “tightening weight”. Three types of LCP solutions are possible:
1. a trivial solution is a case when separation and slipping do not occur along the supposed contact
zone (the main system is the solution to the problem);
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2. a normal solution is when the value of the artificially entered “tightening weight” p becomes equal
to zero;
3. a ray solution for which there are two interpretations:


p  0 means that the given system is substatic structure (when the “tightening weight” is fully
removed, the displacements become uncertain).

 the p value is close to zero and small in comparison with the friction bound. This can be interpreted
as a normal solution.

3. Results and Discussion
There are plenty of problems in in the construction of buildings and structures that are connected with
frictional unilateral contact, for example: contact seams [28]; kinematic foundations; constructions under the
soil which interacting with that soil with separation and slippage [31, 33], multilayer structures; crack opening
in concrete elements; slope stability [32], frictional supports of seismically insulated building. We show the
features of the solution with a few simple examples. All results were rounded to 3 decimal places.
Example 1. We consider a freely supported multi-span beam on unilateral supports with friction (Fig. 5).
The beam is approximated by frame rod elements with three degrees of freedom in the node. It is loaded with
forces F that do not change during deformation, which ensures the constant friction bound f  F on
supports. The solution to this problem is obvious:
1. with F2  f  F the cohering of the beam with all the supports is realized;
2. with f  F  F2  6 f  F , slippage is realized on the part of the supports, and on the other part –
cohesion;
3. with F2  6 f  F , slippage is realized on all six supports and the beam displacements become
undefined;
4. when F2  6 f  F , the friction bound is realized on all supports, while the displacements on the
extreme left support are zero, and on all other supports – slippage. This case is the most difficult for the
algorithms.
In the first case, according to the algorithm, we obtain a trivial solution (see (7)):

zn  0, z τ  0, z τ  0 , xn  RFn , x τ  RFτ  f  RFn , x τ  RFτ  f  RFn ,
here: x τ 

 xτ  xτ  2  RFτ and z

τ

 z τ  z τ  0 .

In the second case, using the algorithm, we obtain a normal solution in which at least one support is
cohering with the beam, or the beam is slipping on at least one support. The results of solving the LCP, with
F2  F  100Н , for tangential mutual displacements (increased scale) and interaction forces (friction forces)
on unilateral supports are presented in Fig. 5, a (in a black frame the values for the interaction forces are
shown, and in grey frames – mutual displacements).
In the third case, as a result of using the algorithm, we obtain a “ray solution” with the parameter p  0.
This is interpreted as the destruction of the system: a further decrease in the “tightening weight” p will lead
to undefined displacements. In the fourth case, the result of using the algorithm can be both specific interaction
forces and mutual displacements in the contact area ( p  0 , “normal solution”), as well as the “ray solution”,

p  f  F (this situation should also be
interpreted as a “normal solution”). The results of solving the LCP, with F2  6  f  F  100 Н , for tangential
which is due to rounding errors, the “tightening weight” parameter is

mutual displacements (increased scale) and interaction forces (friction forces) on unilateral supports are
presented in Fig. 5, b. In this case, the ratio of the applied external load to the “tightening weight” turned out:
F p  1013 .
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Figure 5. Scheme of the beam and LCP calculation results.
Example 2. The second problem is a frame rigidly pinched from the left end, supported on frictional
unilateral supports (Fig. 6). The frame is approximated by frame rod elements with three degrees of freedom
in the node. Two variants of this problem are considered: with frictional unilateral supports directed vertically
(Fig. 6, a-c) and with third support rotated 45 degrees to the horizontal axis (Fig. 6, d-f).
For scheme with vertical supports:
 the results of solving the LCP for tangential mutual displacements (increased scale) and interaction
forces (friction forces) on unilateral supports are presented in Fig. 6, a;
 the results of solving the LCP for normal mutual displacements (increased scale) and interaction
forces on unilateral supports are presented in Fig. 5, b.
For scheme with third (from left) rotated support in Fig. 6, d and Fig. 6, e respectively. Using the results
of the LCP we get a working scheme. Next, we solve the linear problem and get the SSS of the system with
unilateral constraints. The corresponding deformable schemes for the frame (S40000:1) as a result of the final
calculation of the frame, taking into account unilateral constraints, are shown in Fig. 6, c and Fig. 6, f.
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Figure 6. Scheme of the frame and calculation results: a-c) the frame with vertical supports,
d-f) the frame with the third rotated support.
Example 3. The plane deformation problem for plates 0.1 m thick and 8m by 4m size (Fig. 7). For the
plate approximation four-node finite element with two degrees of freedom in the node was used. Dimensions
of square four-node finite elements 0.5×0.5 m. The expected contact zone considered to be fixed [26]. Two
cases of support conditions of the left boundary with a rigidly pinched lower plate at the base are considered.

Figure 7. The design scheme of the plates for the calculation of the contact problem:
a) with hinge support on the left, b) without supports on the left.
Use of CSM and CLV for a problem (at Fig. 7, a) with the total number of unknowns equal to 612, the
contact problem (8) is formed using only 48 unknowns, and in [12], [26–29] and others the size of the problem
is determined by the total number of degrees of freedom. The results of solving LCP for frictional unilateral
contact of the plates with hinge supports on the left and deformation of the contact zone (S50:1) are shown in
Fig. 8 (note that results are shown from the second node from left, because first one is fixed in horizontal
direction and it is connecting plates). The results of solving LCP for plates without supports on the left (free
boundary) with additional horizontal load and frictional unilateral contact along all bottom of the upper body (it
can move as a rigid whole) are shown in Fig. 9. Note, that friction bound occurred on the leftmost contact pair,
this case similar with situation 4 in example 1.
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Figure 8. Plates calculation results of LCP with hinge supports on the left.

Figure 9. Plates calculation results of LCP with the free left boundary.
The problem (case with hinged left side Fig. 7, a) was calculated on Ansys 18.2 Academic. It's turned
out that contact parameters that most strongly affecting the result are: Penetration Tolerance and Elastic Slip
Tolerance. A decrease in the values of these parameters brought the Ansys solution closer to the solution
obtained using the algorithm described in this paper. Getting a more precise solution in Ansys requires
(thorough) fine-tuning the program. The second case showed on Fig. 7, b can’t be solved strictly without adding
boundary conditions (it have to be fixed from moving as a rigid whole) to the upper body in Ansys. Allowance
of the penetration [26], [30] and requiring of fine-turning [25], [29], [36] is normal to the existing most
widespread unilateral contact solvers.
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4. Conclusions
1. A heuristic formulation of the contact problem with friction is obtained in the form of a linear
complementarity problem
2. To solve this problem, the displacement method has been developed as a modification of the Lemke
step by step algorithm. For discretized problems, this method ensures the fulfillment of the non-interpenetration
condition; does not use the artificial concept of “stiffness of contact joints”; is step by step, which removes the
question of the user assigning parameters to exit the iterative process.
3. The algorithm has been tested on a large number of problems. The algorithm has proven its
effectiveness by coinciding with exact solutions or solutions obtained by other algorithms.
4. Comparison of the results of solutions obtained using the proposed algorithm and the Ansys 18.2
Academic software showed their almost complete match. Adjustment of the contact parameters in Ansys
brought the solution closer to the solution obtained using the proposed displacement method. Getting a more
precise solution in Ansys requires (thorough) fine-tuning the program.
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